Kilonovae and radio afterglows of neutron star merger events have been identified as the two most promising counterparts, of these gravitational wave sources, that can provide arcsecond localization. While several new and existing optical search facilities have been dedicated to finding kilonovae, factors such as dust obscuration and the daytime sky may thwart these searches in a significant fraction of gavitational wave events. Radio-only searches, being almost immune to these factors, are equally capable of finding the counterparts and in fact offer a complementary discovery approach, despite the modest fields of view for many of the present-day radio interferometers. Such interferometers will be able to carry out competitive searches for the electromagnetic counterparts through the galaxy targeting approach. Adapting and improving on an existing algorithm by Rana et al., we present here a method that optimizes the placement of radio antenna pointings, integration time, and antenna slew. We simulate 3D gravitational wave localizations to find the efficacy of our algorithm; with substantial improvements in slew overhead and containment probability coverage, our algorithm performs significantly better than simple galaxy-rank-ordered observations. We propose that telescopes such as the Very Large Array, MeerKAT, Australia Telescope Compact Array and the Gaint Meterwave Radio Telescope, having fields of view 1 deg 2 and searching for the counterparts of nearby GW events over tens of square degrees or larger, will especially benefit from this optimized galaxy-targeting approach for electromagnetic counterpart searches.
INTRODUCTION
The era of gravitational-wave (GW) astronomy has begun with the announcement of ten double black hole (BH-BH) mergers and the double neutron star (NS-NS) merger GW170817 (The LIGO Scientific Collaboration and Virgo Collaboration et al. 2018) . Over the next few years ground-based GW detectors, such as the Advanced Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (aLIGO; Aasi et al. 2015) , Advanced Virgo (AdV; Acernese et al. 2015a ) and KAGRA (Somiya 2012) , will undergo sensitivity upgrades and thereby increase the number of compact binary coalescenses manyfold . Detection of the first NS-BH merger is also imminent. Once the GW detectors reach their design sensitivity, sometime between 2020-2022, they javed@iucaa.in * Jansky Fellow (NRAO, Caltech).
will have the NS-NS detection range 1 of 120-190 Mpc and BH-BH detection range of 1100-1600 Mpc . The NS-BH detection range is expected to be approximately twice that of NS-NS mergers. At design sensitivities, the two aLIGO detectors together with AdV and KAGRA will be able to localize NS-NS mergers to ∼150 deg 2 (median 90% credible region; Abbott et al. 2018 ). The addition of the LIGO-India detector, sometime after 2024, will reduce the median 90% credible region for NS-NS mergers to ∼10 deg 2 (70% sources will be localized to within 20 deg 2 ; Abbott et al. 2018 ). Identification of electromagnetic (EM) counterparts is essential for unlocking the full potential of gravita-tional wave discoveries (e.g. Metzger & Berger 2012; Nissanke et al. 2013) , although the large localization regions present a challenge for EM follow up. Targeting of galaxies within the localization volume has been previously suggested (e.g. Abadie et al. 2012; Nissanke et al. 2013; Gehrels et al. 2016) for significantly decreasing the sky area searched, and thereby making the most efficient use of observing time, even though the galaxy catalogs may be incomplete (e.g. Dálya et al. 2018; Kulkarni et al. 2018) . This is important when the telescope field of view is substantially smaller than the localization region, and always relevant for telescopes with ∼arcminute fields of view. The galaxy-targeting approach increases the chance of detecting the EM counterpart and reduces the number of false positives with respect to a blind search across the localization area (e.g. . This method has already been successfully demonstrated in the case of GW170817, which was localized to a 90% credible area of 30 deg 2 (Abbott et al. 2017) . NS mergers (NS-NS and NS-BH) are considered to be the most promising GW sources having detectable EM counterparts (e.g. Eichler et al. 1989; Li & Paczyński 1998) . There are two robust predictions for EM counterparts 2 : 1) thermal kilonova emission peaking at blue/optical or infrared wavelengths (e.g. Metzger et al. 2010; Barnes & Kasen 2013; Kasliwal et al. 2017 ) on day-week timescales and 2) non-thermal afterglow emission, a power-law (generally optically thin) across the EM spectrum, which is suitable for searches at radio wavelengths (Nakar & Piran 2011; Hotokezaka et al. 2016) . The afterglow and kilonovae emission depend on different parameters: binary total mass, binary mass ratio, neutron star equation of state, geometry, and the energy and opening angle of the jet. Radio and optical/IR searches for GW source counterparts have their own merits, and as such, offer complementary discovery approach. For some fraction of the NS mergers, the optical counterpart will be very difficult to detect with current survey instruments. This includes events localized in the daytime and bright-lunation sky and those lying in dust-obscured environments (about 30% of all GW events), NS-NS mergers having large total mass, and a large fraction of the NS-BH mergers (e.g. Kasliwal et al. 2016; Kasen et al. 2017) . While the kilonova signal is short-lived, radio afterglows evolve on longer timescales (weeks to years; Nakar & Piran 2011; Hotokezaka & Piran 2015; Hotokezaka et al. 2016; Hallinan et al. 2017; Mooley et al. 2018) , allowing ample time for discovery and follow up. There are also some challenges in the radio follow up of GW triggers, such as the modicum of radio facilities available (at least compared to the optical ones), and the uncertainties in the density of the circummerger environment that determines the intensity of radio emission. Therefore, the radio may play a follow-up role on several occasions, as in the case of GW170817, but at other times the radio may be the only way to localize the EM counterpart. The latter cases motivate optimized schemes for radio-only searches across the GW (or GW + gamma-ray) localization regions.
Previously-proposed telescope scheduling/observing schemes have focused on optical follow up (Rana et al. 2017; Ghosh et al. 2016; Coughlin et al. 2018; Salafia et al. 2017) of GW sources or searches with wide-area radio detectors (ASKAP; Dobie et al. 2019, submitted) . Here, we develop an optimal scheme for finding the radio afterglows of GW sources via the galaxy-targeting approach. This technique will be important for radio interferometers, like the Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array (VLA), the Australian Telescope Compact Array (ATCA), the upgraded Giant Meterwave Radio Telescope, and MeerKAT, having fields of view 1 deg 2 and searching for the counterparts of nearby GW events over tens of square degrees or larger. We adapt and improve on an existing algorithm (note also the combined tiling and galaxy-targeted search strategy proposed by Rana et al. (2019) ; Rana et al. 2017 ) which took into account the rising/setting time, airmass, and sun/moon constraints. In this work, we incorporate slew and exposure time optimization, taking into account the shape of the primary beam of a typical radio interferometer such as the VLA. This paper is organized as follows. In §2 gives a mathematical and flowchart descriptions of our radio search algorithm. In §3 we describe the simulation of GW localizations which are then used to find the efficacy of the search algorithm in §4. §5 explores a means to mitigate the effect of galaxy catalog incompleteness. We present the summary and possible improvements to our algorithm, that can be made in the future, in §6.
We note beforehand that galaxy catalog completeness and galaxy weighting schemes are not analyzed in detail in this work. However, we do provide some guidelines for curcumventing the catalog completeness issue, and allow the galaxy weighting (e.g. X×SFR + Y ×Mass) to be adjusted by the users of our algorithm.
ALGORITHM
In this section we discuss the algorithm to optimize the radio observations. We call this algorithm as Point-ing, Integration-time and Slew Optimization (PISO 3 ) method. Our starting point is the 3D probability distribution of the GW source location. The probability distribution over the full sky is normalized as follows, p(r) being the probability density at radial vectorr.
Given a galaxy catalog, we measure the mass of each galaxy from its optical (e.g. B band) luminosity and distance. We use the masses of the galaxies to put different weight to the galaxies. However, the galaxy weight can depend on the other parameters of the galaxy. As an example, along with the mass of the galaxy, the star formation rate of the galaxy can be used to put the weight for that galaxy. The algorithm is independent of the way the galaxy weights are calculated. The galaxy weights from different methods can be adopted easily in our code.
Consider the probability of the unit volume around the galaxy g i is p(r|g i ), then the galaxy-weighted weighted normalized probability becomes
Where m i is the mass of the ith galaxy. The optimizing scheme contains two independent procedures: 1) optimizing the locations of the antenna pointings, i.e. where to point the telescopes given a particular galaxy containment probability distribution on the sky, and 2) optimizing the telescope slew between the pointings. We describe these procedures individually in the following subsections.
Optimizing the locations of antenna pointings and integration time
The radio antenna primary beam has a sensitivity function 4 b(α), where α is the angular distance from the center of the beam. The galaxy-weighted map and the beam function are convolved to produce a convolved map of the full sky. In this convolution, the beam probability is calculated putting the beam center at every pixel of the GW localization map (see §3 for further details). The probability of the beam is the sum of the probability of the galaxies within it. Consider a beam, centered at (θ, φ) on the sky, containing n number of galaxies and the probability of the beam is p b .
Where (θ j , φ j ) is the co-ordinate of the center of the jth beam and r i is the distance of the ith galaxy from the Earth. Eq. 4 defines a grid of pointings that we optimize below, such that the containment probability is maximized.
Our goal is to carry out a sensitive search over all the galaxies, achieving a limiting radio luminosity L . Now, L ∝ (rms noise)/(distance) 2 and rms ∝ 1/ √ T , so the integration time for one beam, pointing at (θ, φ) on the sky, depends on the farthest galaxy within the beam as, T (θ, φ) ∝ d 4 max where d max is the distance (from Earth) of the farthest galaxy within the beam. If the total number of pointings within the available observing time, T too (ToO=Target of Opportunity), is N then
In that case, the total probability covered within the T too time is
To minimize the beam integration time and maximize the probability we put equal weights to the T (θ, φ) and p b (θ, φ), i.e. we simultaneously optimize the containment probability and the integration time, giving equal importance to both parameters. For each beam described by equation 4, and located at the center of each pixel of the localization map, the center of the beam is shifted in such a way that it maximizes the containment probability within the beam (described by equation 3).
(5) Where r b is the angular radius of the beam. δθ and δφ are the displacements of the center of the beam along θ and φ respectively.
Slew optimization
In this subsection we explain the slew optimization algorithm that minimizes the total amount of slew under the one epoch of follow-up. Optimizing slew is similar problem as the minimization of the total cost of travel in traveling salesman problem (TSP). One main difference is that the start and end points in the TSP are same, whereas in slew minimization case the start and end are two separate points. In most of the cases, the slew angle depends on the geometry and the size of localization. In practice, observer prefers to order the imaging of the galaxies according to their probabilities, but as their positions in the localization are random the total slew angle is not minimized at all. Here we propose a method to minimize the slew using the algorithm called "Nearest Neighbor and Local Search" (NNLS) . The "Nearest Neighbor" (NN) search gives an approximate solution to the slew optimization problem. Sometime the algorithm gives a solution far from the optimal solution. So we add the local search with the NN algorithm. The NNLS algorithm looks for the nearest neighbor point and also the local points close to it. We found the NNLS algorithm is efficient in minimizing the slew because of the arc-shaped GW-localization on the sky. There are other algorithms to solve the TSP more accurately, which are computationally expensive 5 compared to NNLS. As the computation time is one of the main consideration for transient search, we prefer NNLS. We note that this approach is not exactly the optimal solution, but it is close to optimal. Figure 1 presents the flowchart of the PISO method. The description of the flowchart is given below:
Flowchart
1. GW-localization: The 3d sky localization of a GW event is generated from the GW trigger parameters of the network of detectors. BAYESTAR (Singer & Price 2016) generates the sky localization in HEALPix (Górski et al. 2005) format, where the sky is divided in pixels. All the pixels are equal in angular area. Every pixel has a probability distribution along the radial direction.
2. Galaxy Catalog: The galaxy catalog, having right ascension (RA), declination (Dec) (and Mass, SFR etc. as needed for the galaxy weighting), chosen for convolving with the GW 3d-localization 3. Galaxy-weighted map: The special convolution of the 3d probability distribution in the GWlocalization and the galaxy distribution within it gives the galaxy-weighted map. In the convolution 5 The exact solution by brute force method has a computational factor (n − 1)!, where n is the number of galaxies. On the other hand, in NNLS the computational factor is O(n 3 ). In this method, it follow the "Nearest Neighbor" (NN) method but also search for the other local points. process, we weight each galaxy by its mass (higher the mass higher the weight). We normalize the total weight of the convolved map to make it a probability distribution. The convolved map is a distribution of discreet points (the optical centers of the galaxies) in the 3-dimensional space. We assume that, if a pixel has no galaxy within it then the probability of finding the radio counterpart of the GW source in that pixel is zero (but see §4.1 in the context of galaxy catalog incompleteness).
Radio antenna beam:
For simplicity, the beam of the radio antennas is assumed to have azimuthal symmetry. The beam has maximum sensitivity at the center of the pointing. The sensitivity at any other point on the beam decreases as its angular separation from the center increase.
Beam convolved map:
To generate the beam convolved map we perform the special convolution of the radio antenna beam and the galaxy-weighted map. The probability of the convolved map is calculated by putting the beam-center at every pixel in the map. The probability of a beam is the sum of the probability of the galaxy-weighted points within the beam.
Most probable beam:
The integration time for the observation of a beam depends on the most distant galaxy within the beam. If there is a very distant galaxy, then the integration time to observe the beam might be very long and that can consume most of the ToO time. So, we put an upper cap in the integration time to avoid such cases. In our simulation, we put equal weight to the probability and the integration time to choose the most probable beam.
7. Optimize the integration time: As the sensitivity of the antennas are not uniform within the beam, the small shift of the center of the beam might reduce the integration time to observe it. As a simple example, consider a beam with two galaxies within it, G1 & G2, as shown in Figure 2 . The size of the dot is inversely proportional to the distance of the galaxy: bigger the dot closer the galaxy. The color shade of the dots represents the containment probability of the galaxy: darker the dot, higher the probability. In Figure 2 , top-left: G2 galaxy is at the center of the beam and G1 galaxy is at the edge of the beam. In this case, the beam center is not optimally placed. On the other hand, we can sift the center of the beam (under the constraint δθ < r b , δφ < r b as described
A simple example illustrating the optimal placement of the radio antenna primary beam. The red shaded region is the primary beam and the density of the color represent the sensitivity. The two black points are two galaxies (G1 & G2) at the same distance from earth within the beam. The size of the dot is inversely proportional to the distance of the galaxy, bigger the size closer the galaxy. The color of the dots represents the containment probability of the galaxy, darker the color higher the probability. The green cross is the center of the beam. Top-Left: One galaxy (G2) is at the center of the beam, where the sensitivity is maximum. The other galaxy (G1) is at a point where the sensitivity of the beam is half of the maximum sensitivity. Top-Right: The beam center is placed at the middle of the angular separation of the two galaxies, such that the sensitivity of the radio antennas at the two galaxies are same. Bottom-Left: G1 galaxy is at farther distance with higher probability than G2 galaxy. In this case, the optimal beam pointing is such that the center of the beam is closer to the G1 galaxy. Bottom-Right: G1 galaxy is at farther distance with lower probability than G2 galaxy. In that situation, the optimal beam pointing is such that the center of the beam is closer to the G2 galaxy.
by equation 5) to the middle of the two galaxies, such that the sensitivity of the antennas are the same at both the galaxy points. To detect a radio source in the G1 galaxy at the top-left panel of Figure 2 , beyond the luminosity threshold L and above the fixed SNR threshold (e.g. 4σ), will take longer integration time than the radio source being in the G1 galaxy in the top-right panel of figure 2. Bottom-Left: G1 galaxy is at farther distance with higher probability than G2 galaxy. In this case, the optimal beam pointing is such that the center of the beam is closer to the G1 galaxy.
Bottom-Right: G1 galaxy is at farther distance with lower probability than G2 galaxy. In that situation, the optimal beam pointing is such that the center of the beam is closer to the G2 galaxy.
8. Repeat step-4 to step-6 : Once we have the most probable beam after minimizing the integration time, we remove the most probable beam, and the galaxies within that beam from the galaxyweighted map. This gives a new galaxy-weighted map with a total probability less than unity. We repeat the steps from 4 to 6 until the full ToO time is exhausted. At the end, we get certain number of pointongs to observe based on the total ToO time.
9. Slew optimization: Once the integration time associated with all pointings is calculated, we use the NNLS method is used to minimize the total amount of slew of the radio antennas. The pointing that is expected to set (below horizon or the minimum possible elevation/altitude) earlier than the other pointings is taken as the first pointing observed. Thereafter, the order of the pointings is determined by the setting time of the other pointings and slew minimization.
Finally we get an order of observation with optimized integration time and minimized total slew. We note that, in rare cases a most-probable beam may contain a very distant galaxy (compared to the others in the beam), and the integration time for that beam might increase substantially, thus consuming a large fraction of the ToO time. So, our algorithm offers a user-specified upper cap on the integration time to be placed, in order to avoid such situations.
SIMULATING MERGER EVENTS
In order to test (and find the efficacy of) our radio follow-up algorithm on GW events, we simulated ∼2000 GW localizations. We used NS-NS mergers since these are the most promising GW events with EM electromagnetic counterparts, In our simulation, we focus on three detector's network (HLV) in their design sensitivities (Smith & LIGO Scientific Collaboration 2009; Acernese et al. 2015b ). We keep the component masses of all the binaries at 1.4 M . We consider the binaries are non-spinning systems 6 . Source positions are random, isotropic, and uniform in volume. The source distance has a cut off at 225 Mpc, based on the completeness of the galaxy catalog and the galaxy saturation in the beams. We used BAYESTAR (Singer & Price 2016) and LALSuite (LIGO Scientific Collaboration 2018) to generate the volume localizations, i.e. 3D probability distributions . BAYESTAR saves the localization data in HEALPix 7 The area, volume and distance distributions of the simulated GW localizations are shown in Figure 3 . The localizations have been generated randomly on the sky, and ∼1200 (64%) of them have their 90% containment regions above a declination of −40 deg (and are therefore observable with the VLA, for example).
ALGORITHM APPLICATION TO SIMULATED MERGER EVENTS
In this section we demonstrate the efficacy of our algorithm to select and sequence pointings based on the galaxies within the localization to maximize the containment probability (given the available observing time).
We consider an intuitive strategy for galaxy targeting: sequentially pointing at galaxies that are rank-ordered (according to their GW source containment probabilities, star formation rates, mass etc.). We call this the galaxy-ranked method, and compare results from our algorithm (PISO) with those from this simplistic method. In Table 1 we compare the parameters optimized in each of these two methods. In the following description of the comparisons, we assume VLA antennas observing at S band 8 seconds per 6 Spin will not affect the localization volume substantially (∼10% or less). Spin templates are computationally expensive.
7 A HEALPix map of N side , with N pix = 12 × N 2 side is a pixelized representation the full sky. Every pixel in the map has 1) a containment probability and 2) probability distribution, p(r), along the distance axisr. The latter is usually considered to be a Gaussian distribution (e.g. . The probability density is therefore a function of the 2D location on the sky and the distance, p = p(θ, φ, r).
8 We consider the VLA 3 GHz primary beam up to the 10% power point (11 radius). The beam sensitivity pattern is from Perley et al. (2017) , i.e. b(α) = 1 − 1.505 × 10 −3 × α 2 + 8.37 × degree. We assume a limiting luminosity of the radio afterglow search such that a source at 200 Mpc will be detected with a 4σ confidence with 240 sec integration time. We have assumed the total ToO time for one epoch observation is 7.5 hours. Number of events Figure 3 . Visual summary of the ∼2000 GW localizations (NS-NS merger events) simulated. See §3 for further details on the simulation. Left: The distribution of area of the 3D-localizations. The X-axis is the area of the 90% probability containment region and the Y-axis shows the number of events. Middle: The distribution of distance of the events. The X-axis is the area of the 90% probability containment region and the Y-axis shows the number of events. Right: The distribution of volume of the 3D-localizations. The X-axis is the area of the 90% probability containment region and the Y-axis shows the number of events. . Comparing PISO and galaxy-ranked method. The plot shows the comparison of the probability coverage of the two methods. The X-axis is the number of galaxies in all pointings, and the Y-axis shows the cumulative probability covered observing all those galaxies. The PISO method is shown in blue and the galaxy-ranked method is shown in red color. Compare the total slew angle for PISO and galaxy-ranked method. The plot shows the comparison of the cumulative slew coverage of the two methods. The X-axis is the number of pointings, and the Y-axis shows the cumulative slew angle for observing all those pointings. The PISO method is shown in blue and the galaxy-ranked method is shown in red color.
In all our comparisons we treat slew time independently and assume that the total time integration time available for observing galaxies is 7.5 hr.
A single 112 sq.deg GW localization at 106 Mpc
Here, we compare between the results from the PISO and the galaxy-ranked methods for a single single 112 sq.deg localization at a median distance of 106 Mpc.
The volume of the 90% probability containment region is 2.3×10
4 Mpc 3 and the total number of known galaxies within the volume is 943.
We first look at the improvement from the pointing and integration time optimization of the PISO method. In the left panel of Figure 4 we plot the cumulative probability covered as a function of the number of galaxies observed. We see that the galaxy-ranked method covers Figure 4 . The grey shade is the GWprobability distribution and the black curve is the contour of the 90% probability containment area on the sky. The blue dot is the initial position of the radio antennas and the red lines are the optimized slew paths of the radio antennas by PISO method. For details, see §4.1.1. about 300 galaxies, reaching a cumulative containment probability of 53%. Although the containment probability covered by the PISO method with 300 galaxies is lower compared with the galaxy-ranked method, the PISO method is able to cover >500 galaxies (in the given observing time), reaching a cumulative containment probability of 60%. In terms of containment probability the PISO method (blue curve) therefore outperforms the galaxy-ranked (red curve) method.
For the 112 sq.deg. localization we now calculate the total slew for the two methods. In the right panel of Figure 4 , galaxy-ranked method schedules the the pointings such that the total amount of slew is ∼578 degree (red curve), where PISO method optimize the slew and improve tremendously giving ∼114 degree (blue curve) of total slew. The PISO method thus saves ∼15 min of overhead (slew time) compared to the simple galaxyranked method.
In Figure 5 , we show the path of the antennas for all the pointings selected by the PISO method. The grey shaded region is the GW-probability distribution and the black contour defines the area of the 90% probability containment on the sky. The blue dot is the initial position of the pointing of the radio antennas (first pointing, chosen due to its earliest setting time) and the red lines are the optimized slew paths of the radio antennas by PISO method.
4.1.2.
Comparisons for the ∼1200 GW localizations accessible to the VLA In Figure 6 , we show the comparisons between the PISO and galaxy-ranked methods for all the ∼1200 GW localizations observable with the VLA. The PISO method performs better than galaxy-ranked method for most of the patches. In none of the cases do we find that the PISO under-performed compared to the galaxyranked method. Figure 6 shows the improvement PISO method in covering the number of galaxy and the total probability within those localizations compared to the galaxy-ranked method. Each event observed by PISO and galaxy-ranked are represented by a blue and red points respectively in the top and bottom panel. The X-axes in the left and right panels are the mean distance and the 90% probability containment area of the localizations respectively.
In the top panels, Y-axes shows the total number of galaxies covered within the localizations by the two methods. In the top-left panel, the number of galaxies covered per event decreases with distance as the number of pointings within a given ToO time reduces with distance. The number of pointings per event will be lesser at higher distance, because the integration time increases as fourth power of the distance. The PISO method covers between 10-200 galaxies more than the galaxy-ranked method, the mean being ∼95.
To understand the effect of galaxy catalog incompleteness, we used the following crude approach. We assumed the catalog to be 100% complete within 50 Mpc (distance from Earth), and calculated the average number density (n gal,50 Mpc −3 ) of galaxies within this distance. We then prepared a simulated galaxy catalog enforcing the number density of galaxies between 40-300 Mpc to be the same as n gal,50 . We used this simulated galaxy catalog to test the performance of PISO method on several GW localizations. The black curve in the top-left panel of Figure 4 represents the number of galaxies covered by PISO method at different distances between 40-225 Mpc with the simulated galaxy catalog. In this case, we have used the GLADE (Dálya et al. 2018) , and the effect of galaxy catalog incompleteness beyond 100 Mpc is evident in the top-left panel. Slew in dgree PISO Galaxy ranked Figure 6 . Comparisons between the PISO and galaxy-ranked methods for ∼1200 simulated GW localizations that are observable with the VLA. The PISO method performs better than or equal to the galaxy-ranked method for all the cases, as expected. Top panels: the results from the PISO and galaxy-ranked methods are represented by blue and red points respectively. The X-axes in the left and right panels are the mean distance (from Earth) and the 90% probability containment area of the localizations respectively. The Y-axes shows the total number of galaxies covered within the localizations by the two methods. The black curve in the left panel shows the number of galaxies covered by PISO method at different distances assuming a roughly complete catalog (see §4.1.2 for details). Middle panels: These panels give the relative probability improvement, for the PISO method relative to the galaxy-ranked method, as function of distance (left-panel) and sky localization area (right-panel). The color coding represents the cumulative probability within the GW localization map covered by the galaxy-ranked method. Note that the maximum covered probability is 0.9, as we consider the patches in the simulation are the 90% probability containment area of the localizations. Bottom panels: The comparison of the total slew between the PISO and galaxy-ranked methods for ∼1200 localizations, accessible to the VLA, is shown. Color coding is the same as that in the top panels.
The middle panels of Figure 6 show the relative probability improvement as function of distance (left-panel) and area (right-panel). In the middle panel, the Yaxes are representing the additional probability gained in percentage by the PISO method than the galaxyranked method. The color coding represents the cumulative probability within the GW localization map covered by the galaxy-ranked method. The maximum covered probability is 0.9, as we consider the patches in the simulation are the 90% probability containment area of the localizations. Containment probability gained by the PISO method ranges between 0-9%. We note here again that this gain in containment probability is only due to the pointing and integration time optimization within the PISO method. We have not considered slew time to count towards the total allocated observing time T too . The optimization of slew time (results described in the following paragraph) will substantially enhance the gain in probability.
The bottom panels of Figure 6 shows the comparison of the total slew between the PISO and galaxy-ranked methods for the ∼1200 observed localizations. The Xaxes of the bottom-left and the bottom-right panels are the mean distance and the 90% probability containment area of the localizations respectively. The Y-axes in both the bottom panels are the total amount slew of the radio antennas in degrees. The optimization of the slew by PISO method provides an order of magnitude improvement than the slew of galaxy-ranked method. The declining pattern of the slew with increasing distance in the bottom-left panel is because the total number of pointings per localization reduces with increasing distance, as alluded to earlier. The average improvement in the total slew by PISO method than galaxy-ranked method for the ∼1200 localizations is ∼1800 degrees. This corresponds to ∼55 minutes (i.e. 12% of the total 7.5 hours considered for each epoch) of slew time for the VLA.
Comparisons for GW localizations at different distances
In Table 2 , we present the comparison of the two methods, PISO and galaxy-ranked, for five representative localizations at different distances. For the localizations at smaller distances (having area 100 sq. degrees), the total probability coverage and the total number of galaxies observed are somewhat similar for the two methods, but the slew is substantially different (by an order of magnitude). At larger distances (and correspondingly larger localization areas), the containment probability covered by the PISO method is significantly better than the galaxy-ranked method, while the improvement in terms of slew overhead is somewhat smaller than in the smalldistance case. The number of galaxies observed in the two methods is comparable, since 1) the increase of the integration time per pointings at higher distance, which reduces the total number of pointings per event for the fixed amount of ToO time, and 2) the incompleteness of the galaxy catalog at higher distance. We note that the convolved probability is normalized over the known galaxies in the catalog.
Since galaxy catalog incompleteness can be a significant issue at distances 150 Mpc, we explore a means to mitigate the effect in the following section.
MITIGATING THE EFFECT OF GALAXY CATALOG INCOMPLETENESS
The completeness of the galaxy catalog decreases with distance within the range of LIGO sensitivity for BNS mergers. The NASA Extragalactic Database (NED) catalog is around 78% complete at 130 Mpc (Kulkarni et al. 2018) . As the pointing order in PISO and galaxy-ranked methods depend on the galaxies within the localization, the pointings might be biased as the galaxy catalogs are not complete. We show below that the bias could be mitigated (especially if the final probability map is weighted by the galaxy mass) through pointing towards the higher mass galaxies and/or including fields flanking the higher mass galaxies. These observations may cover a significant number galaxies that are missing in the catalog.
In order to find the bias and attempt to observe the galaxies that may be missing in the galaxy catalog, we begin with the assumption that the catalog is ∼100% complete (in terms of mass and star formation rate; for this exercise we use the GLADE catalog) at a distance of ∼50 Mpc. We run a test for a set of 30 localizations to check the bias of the PISO algorithm for two scenarios. In one scenario, the pointings of the observation are done keeping all the galaxies within the localization intact. The other scenario, half of the galaxies within the localization are removed based on their lower B-band luminosity, while scheduling the pointings. We choose the luminosity threshold to remove half of galaxies within the localization. The threshold luminosity might vary for different localization. On an average ∼500 galaxies were removed per localization. But, when we calculate the beam probability and the number of galaxies within the antenna beam, we include the removed galaxies if they are inside the beam. This implies that, if there are any galaxies that are absent in the catalog but falling inside the beam when the antennas are pointing to a cataloged galaxy, then the observation of those unknown galaxies will reduce the bias. In Figure 7 , we show the result of this test for a subset (20) of the GW localiza- Distance in Mpc Figure 7 . Results of a test to find the effect of galaxy catalog incompleteness on the counterpart search. The X-axis represents the number of galaxies covered within a localization and he Y-axis represents the probability covered by those galaxies. Circular Points: The case when all the galaxies within the localization from the galaxy catalog are used to test the PISO algorithm. Triangular Points: The case when half of the galaxies within the localization are removed based on the luminosity of the galaxies. The size of the scattered points are proportional to the 90% area of the localizations. The color code shows the mean distance of the localizations. See §5 for details.
tion regions searched. The X-axis represents the number of galaxies covered within a localization and the Yaxis represents the probability covered by those galaxies. Circular points indicate the cases where all the galaxies within the localization from the galaxy catalog are used to schedule the observation by PISO algorithm and triangular points show the cases where the pointings are optimized after half of the galaxies within the localization region are removed. The size of the scattered points are proportional to the 90% area of the localizations. The dotted lines join a triangular point and the corresponding circular point. Through this exercise we find that (as expected) many of the low-mass galaxies are located close to higher mass galaxies, and end up being observed in pointings towards those high mass galaxies. We also find that the difference in the probability covered between the two cases (i.e. the displacement in the circular and corresponding triangular points in the Figure) is significant, but less than 10%. This implies that observing pointings near high mass galaxies in the localization region is expected to cover a significant fraction of the uncataloged galaxies and thereby reduce the pointing bias of the PISO method. As the GW source distance (from Earth) increases, the number of galaxies within each antenna beam will also increase, reducing the pointing bias even further. Here we have assumed VLA antennas, having beam sizes of a few arcminutes. For larger beams (e.g. MeerKAT), the bias due to galaxy catalog incompleteness is expected to be much lower.
SUMMARY & DISCUSSION
We have presented an algorithm to optimally search for the radio afterglows of GW events using the galaxy targeting approach. The algorithm, described in §2 (mathematically in §2.1- §2.2; as a flowchart in §2.3 and Figure 1 ), involves optimizing the a) location of antenna pointings, b) the integration time, and the c) total antenna slew, in order to maximize the observed galaxies (weighted according to mass or other parameters) and the containment probability. We refer to this approach as the pointing, integration-time and slew optimization (PISO method). This method performs a search down to a particular (user-specified) limiting luminosity for each galaxy observed in the 90% GW containment region; this approach is useful for placing meaningful constraints on the physical, microphysical, and ISM parameters related with the afterglow.
We simulated ∼2000 GW localizations ( §3) in order to test the performance of our algorithm. Comparing our algorithm to the simple method of sequentially targeting a rank-/weight-ordered galaxy list (galaxy-ranked method) we find that the pointing and integration time optimization of PISO alone can gain a few percent in terms of containment probability, and further cut down the slew overheads substantially with through antenna slew optimization. Taken together, the PISO method allows ∼10% gain in containment probability compared to the galaxy-ranked method. The application of the algorithm to a single 112 sq. deg localization at 106 Mpc ( §4.1.1), to all simulated events ( §4.1.2), and to a few events at different distances ( §4.1.3) assuming a VLA search at S band. Further, we find that the improvement in slew overheads is enormous (∼1800 degrees on an average for all the simulated localizations), comparing the PISO method to the galaxy-ranked method.
During LIGO/Virgo run O3 and beyond, the mean distance at which NS-NS/NS-BH mergers ( 150 Mpc) are detected will increase to a point where galaxy catalog incompleteness becomes significant. The galaxytargeting approach may therefore miss some possible host galaxies. In order to observe those galaxies that may be missing in the galaxy catalogs (and to increase the completeness of the search, especially in terms of mass), we suggest doing deeper observations towards the higher mass galaxies in the 3D GW localization region, and/or including fields flanking these higher mass galaxies. In §5 we calculate the difference in the number of galaxies observed, and in the containment probability covered by the radio search, when dealing with an incomplete and complete catalogs. The results are shown in Figure 7 , where we find the difference in the probability covered between the two cases is significant, but less than 10%.
Over the next few years, the detection of EM counterparts of mergers will enable ∼arcsec localization and host galaxy identification. This will be important for determining the weighting of galaxies within the GW localization regions, which is expected to play an important role in galaxy-targeted searches of the EM counterparts. Further improvements in our search method are possible by choosing an optimal galaxy weighting scheme.
